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ABSTRACT
PURPOSE The purpose of the study was to assess the long-term effect of family

physicians’ use of C-reactive protein (CRP) point-of-care testing and/or physician
training in enhanced communication skills on office visit rates and antibiotic prescriptions for patients with respiratory tract infections.
METHODS We conducted a 3.5-year follow-up of a pragmatic, factorial, clusterrandomized controlled trial; 379 patients (20 family practices in the Netherlands) who visited their family physician for acute cough were enrolled in the
trial and had follow-up data available (88% of original trial cohort). Main
outcome measures were the average number of episodes of respiratory tract
infections for which patients visited their family physician per patient per year
(PPPY), and the percentage of the episodes for which patients were treated with
antibiotics during follow-up.
RESULTS The mean number of episodes of respiratory tract infections during
follow-up was 0.40 PPPY in the CRP test group and 0.56 PPPY in the no CRP test
group (P = .12). In the communication skills training group, there was a mean of
0.36 PPPY episodes of respiratory tract infections, and in the no training group
the mean was 0.57 PPPY (P = .09). During follow-up 30.7% of all episodes of
respiratory tract infection were treated with antibiotics in the CRP test group
compared with 35.7% in the no test group (P = .36). Family physicians trained in
communication skills treated 26.3% of all episodes of respiratory tract infection
with antibiotics compared with 39.1% treated by family physicians without training in communication skills (P = .02)
CONCLUSIONS Family physicians’ use of CRP point-of-care testing and/or train-

ing in enhanced communication skills did not significantly affect office visit rates
related to respiratory tract infections. Patients who saw a family physician trained
in enhanced communication skills were prescribed significantly fewer antibiotics
during episodes of respiratory tract infection in the subsequent 3.5 years.
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INTRODUCTION

R

espiratory tract infections are the most common reasons for acute
care ofﬁce visits and antibiotic prescribing in primary care.1,2 Reducing overprescribing of antibiotics for respiratory tract infections is
essential in an era of increasing antimicrobial resistance.3 Important determinants inﬂuencing overprescription of antibiotics are patients’ expectations of antibiotics, physicians’ assumptions regarding these expectations,
and physicians’ diagnostic uncertainty in differentiating serious from selflimiting disease.4,5 Differentiating those patients who are more likely to
beneﬁt from antibiotics from those who are unlikely to beneﬁt is consid-
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ered a priority for general medical practice in managing respiratory tract infections.6
C-reactive protein (CRP) is a widely used and
acknowledged marker to diagnose and monitor infections in secondary care. Diagnostic studies have
emerged supporting the role of CRP testing in primary
care as an additional diagnostic tool for managing
lower respiratory tract infection.7,8 Robustness of the
CRP point-of-care tests is now ﬁrmly established, with
studies showing reliability and accuracy of test results
obtained from ofﬁce-based devices when compared
with laboratory standards.9,10 A systematic review of
the diagnostic role of CRP testing in lower respiratory
tract infections in primary care showed that CRP levels
were a strong predictor in differentiating pneumonia
from acute bronchitis.11
In 2 randomized trials including 688 primary care
patients with respiratory tract infection, we were able
to reduce antibiotic prescribing by family physicians
exposed to communication skills training or through
use of CRP point-of-care testing without adversely
affecting patients’ satisfaction or recovery.12-14 The
major contribution of CRP point-of-care testing
seems to be in decreasing physician uncertainty. To
participating physicians we stressed that a CRP test
result could add useful information in identifying
those patients at low risk of a complicated illness
course. We observed the greatest antibiotic prescribing reduction in patients with CRP levels of less than
20 mg/L. A cutoff value of 20 mg/L can be used to
withhold antibiotic treatment in most patients with a
low value (less than 75% of patients with lower respiratory tract infection in primary care). Patients with
a CRP value higher than 100 mg/L (approximately
5% of patients) should receive antibiotics, whereas
patients with intermediately elevated values ranging
between 21 and 99 mg/L (20% of patients) should be
carefully assessed based on the combination of medical history, physical examination, and CRP value, and
a delayed prescription for antibiotics can be considered in selected cases.
The long-term effect of these interventions on
medicalizing acute illness is unknown, however. For
example, is has been suggested that point-of-care testing for common infections may promote help-seeking
behavior for future similar symptoms. On the other
hand, enhanced communication during the ofﬁce visit
may promote self-care, thus reducing future consulting in these patients. No study has so far measured the
long-term effects of such interventions.
We therefore followed up a randomized trial cohort
of 431 patients12 to determine long-term effects on
physician visits and antibiotic prescriptions for patients
after management by family physicians trained in
A NNALS O F FAMILY MED ICINE
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enhanced communication skills and who used CRP
point-of-care testing.

METHODS
Our study is a long-term follow-up of a pragmatic,
factorial, cluster-randomized controlled trial assessing
an illness-focused and a disease-focused intervention
in the management of acute cough caused by lower
respiratory tract infection in primary care. The initial
trial evaluated the effect of family physicians’ use of
point-of-care CRP testing and physician communication skills training, both separately and combined,
on antibiotic prescribing for lower respiratory tract
infection.12 In the original trial, 431 adult patients with
lower respiratory tract infection were enrolled by 40
Dutch family physicians from 20 family practices in
the Southeastern part of the Netherlands. Practices
were randomly assigned into 4 groups: (1) physician
use of CRP testing, (2) physician communication
skills training, (3) both interventions combined, and
(4) usual care. Details of the interventions and study
methods, including the exact inclusion criteria and the
trial results, can be accessed elsewhere.12,13,15,16 Patients
were recruited in the winter periods from September
2005 until March 2007 and were observed until July
2010. Thus, the current study focuses on the effects
of the interventions on patients’ subsequent ofﬁce visit
rates to their family physician for episodes of respiratory tract infection and associated antibiotic prescriptions for a 3.5-year follow-up period.
Data Collection
Patients in the Netherlands are registered with a single
family physician, ensuring continuity of primary care
medical records. We recorded episodes of respiratory tract infection leading to ofﬁce visits from the
end of the original 28-day follow-up period until
July 1, 2010, by reviewing the medical records of the
enrolled patients, which resulted in a follow-up period
for every patient (follow-up period). We also recorded
episodes of respiratory tract infection leading to ofﬁce
visits for the exact same period preceding the ofﬁce
visit in which the patient was recruited into the trial
(baseline period). Consequently, the baseline period
was of the same duration as the follow-up period for
every patient, resulting in these deﬁnitions: the baseline period comprised the preintervention years (years
before the trial); the follow-up period comprised the
postintervention years (years after the trial).
Deceased patients were excluded. Similarly, patients
who moved practices were excluded if their medical
records could not be retrieved. If patients had changed
practices but their medical records were still completely
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accessible for a speciﬁc follow-up duration, we adjusted
the recording periods both for baseline and follow-up.
Two researchers (P.H.W.B. and L.B.) visited all
the original participating practices, and data were
extracted from the patients’ medical records systems
for the recording periods previously described. The
following variables were recorded for both baseline
and follow-up periods: the number of respiratory tract
infection episodes, the total number of respiratory
tract infection–related ofﬁce visits within each episode
(including telephone calls), antibiotic prescribing per
episode, use of additional diagnostic tests including
CRP, and comorbidity. Episodes of respiratory tract
infection were classiﬁed according to the International
Classiﬁcation of Primary Care codes (ICPC): cough (R05),
acute laryngitis/tracheitis (R77), acute bronchitis/
bronchiolitis (R78), pneumonia (R81), exacerbation of
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (R95), whooping cough (R71), Q-fever, sneezing/nasal congestion
(R07), sinus symptom/complaint (R09), acute/chronic
sinusitis (R75), throat symptom/complaint (R21), tonsils symptom/complaint (R22), acute tonsillitis (R76),
inﬂuenza (R80), and acute upper respiratory infection
(R74). We collected information on the occurrence of
complications (hospital admission) during both periods. Data were double entered. In case of discrepancies the original data were checked.

antibiotic prescription during baseline and follow-up
were calculated with corresponding point estimates
and 95% conﬁdence intervals, as was the proportion of
episodes that resulted in an antibiotic prescription.
The primary analysis compares the effect of intervention and control groups on episodes of respiratory
tract infection and antibiotic prescriptions during Follow-up. We used a multilevel linear regression model
to account and correct for variation at the level of
family physician and to adjust for the other intervention, baseline number of episodes per patient per year
or baseline antibiotic prescribing (as applicable), and
1 predeﬁned variable (chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease [COPD] comorbidity). An interaction effect
was tested and excluded from analysis if not signiﬁcant. Exploratory analyses investigating the inﬂuence
of patients’ characteristics and interactions between
the variables in the model were carried out as sensitivity analysis and included in the analysis if appropriate.
Analysis was performed using SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc)
and MLwiN 2.0 (Centre for Multilevel Modelling,
University of Bristol).
The Ethics Committee of the Catharina Hospital
in Eindhoven, the Netherlands (METC number M051529) approved the study.

Outcomes
The primary outcome was the average number of episodes of respiratory tract infection during the follow-up
period for which patients consulted their physician per
patient per year (PPPY) and the proportion of these
episodes that resulted in an antibiotic prescription.

Follow-up and Patient Characteristics
Of the original 431 patients enrolled in the trial, 379
patients (87.9%) had accessible medical records for
the follow-up period and were included in the current
analyses (203 in the CRP test group vs 176 in the no
CRP test group; and 178 in the training in enhanced
communication skills group vs 201 in the no training group). Fifty-two patients were excluded because
their medical records were no longer available. Loss
to follow-up rates ranged from 9.4% to 14.3% in the 4
groups. The ﬂow chart (Figure 1) provides the reasons
for exclusion. Recording periods were adjusted for
another 54 patients because they moved from the practice. Data for analysis of the primary outcomes were
available for all 379 patients.
Baseline characteristics of those patients included
and those lost to follow-up for this study are shown
in Table 1. Overall, the mean follow-up period was
3.67 years. Characteristics of patients in the intervention and control arms were comparable, except for
antibiotic prescribing during the trial. Patients in the
group of physicians using CRP testing and the group
of physicians who had communication skills training
were prescribed fewer antibiotics during the 28-day
follow-up compared with patients in the control arms
(Table 2), in line with the results of the original trial.12

Data Analysis
The 4 previously described groups were combined for
analysis as follows: physician use of CRP testing (1 + 3)
compared with no CRP test (2 + 4) (controlling for the
effect of physician training in enhanced communication skills in the model); and physician training in
enhanced communication skills (2 + 3) compared with
no training (1 + 4) (controlling for the effects of CRP
testing in the model).
Discrete variables were expressed as counts (percentages) and continuous variables as means (standard
deviations), unless stated otherwise. Differences in
baseline characteristics were assessed using the χ2 test
or Mann-Whitney test. Differences between physician
ofﬁce visit rates at baseline and ofﬁce visit rates during
follow-up in intervention and control arms were tested
using Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test.
Episodes of respiratory tract infection per patient
per year and the proportion of episodes resulting in an
A NNALS O F FAMILY MED ICINE
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Figure 1. Study flowchart.
431 Patients in original
trial cohort

110 Patients
in GP use of CRP

84 Patients in GP
communication skills
training

120 Patients
in usual care

117 Patients in GP use of
CRP and GP communication skills training

52 Patients lost to
3.67-year follow-up

13 Patients (11.8%)

11 Patients (9.4%)

12 Patients (14.3%)

13 Changed practice

16 Patients (13.3%)

7 Changed practice

9 Changed practice

2 Deceased

2 Deceased

11 Changed practice
2 Deceased

3 Incomplete
medical records

3 Incomplete
medical records

379 Patients available
for analysis

97 Patients (88.2%)

72 Patients (85.7%)

106 Patients (90.6%)

104 Patients (86.7%)

Mean (SD) follow-up:
3.28 (0.88) years

Mean (SD) follow-up:
3.67 (0.94) years

Mean (SD) follow-up:
3.91 (0.70) years

Mean (SD) follow-up:
3.79 (0.74) years

CRP = c-reactive protein; GP = general practitioner

At the index visit (the ﬁrst visit in the original trial), 24
patients included for this follow-up study were given
a diagnosis of COPD. During follow-up an additional
24 patients were given a diagnosis COPD, leading to a
total of 48 patients with this condition.
Office Visit Rates During Follow-up and
Baseline Period
Six hundred sixty-seven episodes of respiratory tract
infection resulting in a total of 1,010 related ofﬁce
visits were registered in 379 patients (mean 1.51 ofﬁce
visits per episode) during follow-up. During the baseline period 586 episodes of respiratory tract infection
led to a total of 881 related ofﬁce visits (mean 1.50
ofﬁce visits per episode).
Patients with COPD (n = 48, 12.7%) were responsible for 135 (23.0%) episodes and 188 (21.3%) related
A NNALS O F FAMILY MED ICINE
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ofﬁce visits at baseline and 221 (33.3%) episodes and
350 (34.7%) related ofﬁce visits during follow-up.
The mean numbers of episodes of respiratory
tract infection per patient per year in the intervention and control arms are reported in Supplemental
Table 1, available at http://annfammed.org/content/11/2/157/suppl/DC1. We found an increase in
episodes of respiratory tract infection during the follow-up period compared with the baseline period in the
no CRP test group. After exclusion of COPD patients,
this effect was no longer statistically signiﬁcant.
Effect of Interventions on Office Visits for
Episodes of Respiratory Tract Infection and
Associated Antibiotic Prescriptions
We found no signiﬁcant differences between intervention and control arms for episodes of respiratory tract
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infection during follow-up (Table 3). The mean number
of episodes during follow-up was 0.40 PPPY in the CRP
test group, and 0.56 PPPY in the no CRP test group
(P = .12). The mean number of episodes in the com-

munication skills training group and no training group
were 0.36 PPPY and 0.57 PPPY, respectively (P = .09).
Baseline antibiotic prescription rates per episode
of respiratory tract infection were 40.7% (95% CI,
34.5%-46.7%) vs 34.1% (95% CI,
27%.8-40.3%) in the CRP vs no
Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of Study Patients and Comparison
CRP group and 34.5% (95% CI,
of Patients Followed up and Lost to Follow-up.
28.3%-40.7%) vs 40.4% (95% CI,
Patients
Patients
34.2%-46.6%) in the training vs
Patients in
Available for
Lost to
no training group.
Original Trial
Follow-up
Follow-up
P
Table 4 shows the long-term
Characteristics
N = 431
n = 379
n = 52
Valuea
effects of both interventions on
Women, No. (%)
265 (61.5)
235 (62.0)
30 (57.7)
.55
antibiotic prescribing during
Age, mean (SD), y
49.9 (15.3)
49.9 (15.0)
49.8 (17.6)
.93
follow-up in a multilevel linear
Comorbidity at index visit,
No. (%)
regression model, adjusted for
COPD
31 (7.2)
24 (6.3)
7 (13.5)
.06
baseline prescribing, the other
Asthma
39 (9)
31 (8.2)
8 (15.4)
.09
intervention, and COPD comorAntibiotics prescribed, No. (%)
bidity. Patients managed by a
At index visit of trial
178 (41.3)
160 (42.2)
18 (34.6)
.30
physician who used a CRP pointDuring 28-day follow-up
221 (51.3)
197 (52.0)
24 (46.2)
.43
of trial
of-care test received a prescription for antibiotics for 30.7%
COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
of all episodes of respiratory
Note: data in this table represent information recorded during the index visit and 28-day follow-up of the
original trial.
tract infection for which they
P values come from Mann-Whitney test (age) or ϰ test (other variables) comparing those available for followconsulted at least once, whereas
up with those lost to follow-up.
patients managed by a physia

2

Table 2. Characteristics of Patients With Complete Follow-up Data in Intervention and Control Arms

Characteristics

CRP Test
(n = 203)

Women, No. (%)

119 (58.6)

Age, mean (SD), y

No CRP Test
(n = 176)

P
Valuea

116 (65.9)

49.4 (14.5)

Communication
Skills Training
(n = 178)

No Communication
Skills Training
(n = 201)

118 (66.3)

117 (58.2)

.15

50.4 (15.6)

.53

51.0 (15.3)

P
Valuea
.11

48.8 (14.6)

.12

Comorbidity, No. (%)
COPD

22 (10.8)

26 (14.8)

.25

20 (11.2)

28 (13.9)

.43

Asthma

27 (13.3)

28 (15.9)

.47

27 (15.2)

28 (13.9)

.73

Antibiotics prescribed, No. (%)
At index visit of trial

64 (31.5)

96 (54.5)

<.01

49 (27.5)

111 (55.2)

<.01

During 28-day follow-up trial

92 (45.3)

105 (59.7)

<.01

69 (38.8)

128 (63.7)

<.01

COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CRP = C-reactive protein.
Note: for the intervention arm, the family physician performed C-reactive protein testing or had communication skills training.
a

P values come from Mann-Whitney test (age) or ϰ2 test (other variables) comparing intervention group with no intervention group.

Table 3. Respiratory Tract Infections During Follow-up in Intervention and Control Arms
RTI Episodes PPPY

C-reactive protein test
Communication skills training

Control Group
Mean No. (95% CI)

Intervention Group
Mean No. (95% CI)

Uncorrected
Difference

Corrected
Differencea

P Valuea

0.56 (0.43-0.68)
0.57 (0.46-0.69)

0.40 (0.33-0.47)
0.36 (0.30-0.42)

–0.16
–0.21

–0.10
–0.11

.12
.09

COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; PPPY = per patient per year; RTI = respiratory tract infection.
Note: Intervention included point of care C-reactive protein testing or training in enhanced communication skills.
a
P values from multilevel linear regression model to account and correct for variation at level of family physician, and to adjust for both interventions, the number of
RTI episodes PPPY during baseline period, COPD comorbidity.
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Table 4. Percentage of Episodes of Respiratory Tract Infection Treated With Antibiotics During
Follow-up in Intervention and Control Arms
RTI Episodes Treated With Antibiotics
Uncorrected
Difference

Corrected
Differencea

Control Group
% (95% CI)

Intervention Group
% (95% CI)

C-reactive protein test

35.7 (29.5-42.0)

30.7 (25.0-36.4)

–5.0

–4.1

.36

Communication skills training

39.1 (33.1-45.1)

26.3 (20.6-32.0)

–12.8

–10.4

.02

P Valuea

Note: intervention included point-of-care C-reactive protein testing or training in enhanced communication skills.
P values from multilevel linear regression model to account and correct for variation at the level of family physician, and to adjust for both interventions, RTI-episodes
treated with antibiotics during baseline period, COPD comorbidity.

a

cian who did not use the test received a prescription
for antibiotics for 35.7% of episodes (P = .36). Patients
managed by a physician who had training in enhanced
communication skills received an antibiotic prescription in 26.3% of all episodes during the 3.5 year
follow-up, whereas patients managed by physician who
did not have training in communication skills received
a antibiotic prescription for 39.1% of all episodes
(P = .02). The interaction term between the 2 interventions was not signiﬁcant for illness episodes (P = .17) or
antibiotic prescribing during follow-up (P = .57).
Use of Tests and Serious Adverse Events
During all follow-up years a CRP point-of-care test was
only performed 11 times for 294 episodes of respiratory tract infection in the 203 patients in the CRP
test group (3.7% of episodes). Of the 667 episodes
of respiratory tract infection during follow-up of the
379 total study patients, 8 episodes (5 patients) led to
hospital admission: 5 episodes (2 patients; 4 exacerbations of COPD and 1 case of pneumonia) in the usual
care group; 1 episode (exacerbation of COPD) in the
physician group that used CRP testing; and 2 episodes
(pneumonia) in the combined intervention group.

DISCUSSION
Summary and Main Findings
A single ofﬁce visit with a family physician who used a
CRP point-of-care test and/or who had received training in enhanced communication skills had no effect
on the rate of ofﬁce visits for respiratory tract infection episodes during the subsequent 3.5 years. COPD
patients showed an increase in frequency of ofﬁce visits across all groups. Patients managed by a physician
trained in enhanced communication skills were less
likely to be prescribed antibiotics for episodes of respiratory tract infection for which they consulted during
the 3.5-year follow-up. This long-term effect was not
observed for CRP testing.
Concerns have been expressed about the potential medicalization of point-of-care testing in family
A NNALS O F FAMILY MED ICINE
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practice.17,18 We found, however, no evidence to suggest that the disease-focused intervention effect of a
point-of-care test to rule out serious infection resulted
in a subsequent increase in ofﬁce visit rates. Additionally, giving patients evidence-based information by
physicians trained in illness-focused communication
skills could theoretically lead to fewer visits through
increased patient self-management of future respiratory tract infections. We did observe a trend toward
fewer visits for similar illness episodes; however, we
did not observe a signiﬁcant effect in this long-term
follow-up study.
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study
Using medical records to perform this follow-up study
has limitations. To correct for differences in follow-up
duration, we calculated the number of respiratory tract
infection episodes per patient per year. By using this
outcome measure, we can be conﬁdent that all patients
weighted equally in the analysis. We speciﬁcally chose
an end date in July so the number of winter days in
both periods would be similar. Seasonal and yearly differences in causative microorganisms could be a factor;
however, one would expect effects on visits to be comparable across the groups.
We recognize the large interpractitioner variation
in disease labeling for respiratory tract infection.19 As
a result, clear distinctions between visits for upper and
lower respiratory tract infections were not presented.
Additionally, in contrast to the original trial, we collected no physician or patient-recorded data on disease
severity. We can therefore not judge whether visits
related to respiratory tract infection were for self-limiting or more serious disease. Nonetheless, patients with
respiratory tract infection, especially lower respiratory
tract infection with a bothersome cough, often seek
symptom relief and reassurance.20 Given this limitation,
we must be cautious in estimating the effect of the
interventions on antibiotic prescribing during longterm follow-up. Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that
the detected effect of communication skills training on
antibiotic prescribing is a result of differences in the
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range and severity of illness episodes, with visit rates in
general being unaltered in all groups.
With COPD, patients’ exacerbations are more
likely to occur with time as the severity of disease
increases.21 In our study, COPD patients (12.7%) were
responsible for approximately one-third of all visits
related to respiratory tract infection during follow-up.
It is quite unlikely that the observed increase in ofﬁce
visit rate over time in this group was a result of either
of the interventions. The increase in ofﬁce visits was
most prominent in the usual care group. To exclude
the inﬂuence of this chronic progressive disease, we
performed analyses for the primary outcomes correcting for the diagnosis of COPD.
Disease and Illness-Focused Approaches
in Primary Care
By taking an illness-focused approach, accurate
communication between patient and physician can
improve the appropriateness of prescribing antibiotics, particularly when the family physician is certain
of the diagnosis.4 When the physician is dealing with
diagnostic uncertainty, using point-of-care biomarkers
may be helpful in targeting inappropriate antibiotic
prescribing, as clinical judgment alone lacks speciﬁcity in differentiating serious from mild infection.22
Because an illness-focused intervention will appeal
to the patient’s interest, one would expect that solid
evidence-based information from the physician could
lower future ofﬁce visit rates. Although we did not
ﬁnd a signiﬁcant effect, we observed a trend toward
fewer visits after seeing a family physician trained in
the use of advanced communication skills. The current
analysis may have been underpowered to detect a signiﬁcant effect, however.
We have no information about how often communication skills were used during follow-up. We previously reported sustained competence in implementing
these skills for a period of 6 months,16 and sustainable
uptake of the skills during the 2-year trial was high.12
Although one could expect that evidence-based information on the natural course and treatment of respiratory tract infection could lead to decreased visits for
similar episodes in the future, our current data do not
support this outcome. Yet, the wider applicability of
communication skills beyond lower respiratory tract
infection may explain reduced antibiotic prescribing
for respiratory tract infections by family physicians in
general.23 Communication skills training using an interactive booklet led to reductions in antibiotic prescribing for children, and a recent multifaceted educational
program that included online enhanced communication
skills training led to reductions in all-cause oral antibiotic dispensing during a 1-year follow-up period.24,25
A NNALS O F FAMILY MED ICINE
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In contrast, a disease-focused intervention, such as
CRP testing, could increase the long-term likelihood
of patients consulting for similar illnesses in the future
(the so-called medicalization of self-limiting illness). In
Scandinavia, CRP testing at the point of care has been
widely introduced in primary care. The result has been
excessive use of CRP testing in these countries with subsequent little value in accurately managing respiratory
tract infections.26 This outcome is in sharp contrast with
our ﬁndings, where the number of CRP measurements
during the entire follow-up period was very low—only
11 measurements in 203 patients. For patients in our
study, CRP testing did not speciﬁcally lead to increased
demand to be retested for similar future symptoms, nor
did the physicians who were exposed to the CRP test
start using it regularly with the same patient for different
illness episodes. These ﬁndings are consistent with previous qualitative ﬁndings of general physicians’ attitudes,
as well as national guidelines that recommend use of the
test only in cases of diagnostic uncertainty.27,28 In our
study, antibiotic prescribing rates during follow-up did
not differ between physicians regardless of whether they
were exposed to the test. It is possible that CRP pointof-care testing is advocated for selected cases of lower
respiratory tract infection only and not for respiratory
tract infection in general. Outpatient antibiotic prescribing ﬁgures for the Netherlands are among the lowest in
Europe.29 Considering the effects on the interventions in
the Dutch setting with already low antibiotic prescribing rates, even larger effects could be expected in other
settings, as research shows that antibiotic prescribing for
acute cough varies widely across Europe.30
Based on the effects of the interventions on shortterm antibiotic prescribing shown in the original trial,
and the lack of effect on long-term family physician
ofﬁce visits, as shown in this follow-up study, implementation of both interventions on a larger scale can be
advocated. Training physicians in the use of enhanced
communication skills may have a wider long-term effect
on the treatment of respiratory tract infections beyond
acute cough to include reduced antibiotic prescribing.
To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it
online at http://www.annfammed.org/content/11/2/157.
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